PLANNING & ZONING WORKSHOP
AGENDA
Wednesday, April 19, 2017

8:30 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.

Registration

9:00 a.m. – 9:15 a.m.

Welcome and Opening Remarks

Harry Brown, Mayor, Stephens
President, Arkansas Municipal League

9:15 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.

Acts of the Legislature and
Your Authority to Grow

Don Zimmerman, Executive Director
Arkansas Municipal League

9:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.

Getting Started and Going Forward

Jim vonTungeln, AICP
Planning/Zoning Consultant
Arkansas Municipal League

•
•
•

Why Planning is Important
Understanding the Basics
Everyone has a Role

10:30 a.m. – 10:45 a.m.

BREAK

10:45 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.

Land Use Mistakes to Avoid

Mike Mosley, Staff Attorney
Arkansas Municipal League

11:15 a.m. – 11:45 a.m.

The Arkansas Geographic Information
Office: How We Can Help

Shelby Johnson, Director
Arkansas Geographic
Information Office

11:45 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.

Planning for the 2020 Census

Allen Green, Partnership Specialist
Census Bureau

12:15 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.

LUNCH

Comprehensive Planning is Important and Jim vonTungeln, AICP
Issues Facing Today’s Municipal Planner
Planning/Zoning Consultant
Arkansas Municipal League
• Codes and Regulations
• Affordable Housing: Manufactured
Housing, Tiny Houses and Zero Lot Lines
• Sign Regulations
• Becoming an Economic Engine
• Food Trucks/Uber

2:00 p.m. – 2:45 p.m.

Infrastructure Planning:
Why it is Important

2:45 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.

Questions and Answers

Concluding Remarks

Tab Townsell, Director
Metroplan

Harry Brown, Mayor, Stephens
President, Arkansas Municipal League

The Basics of Urban
Planning In Arkansas

Presented By:
Jim von Tungeln, AICP

Legal Foundation

Truth is: our cities weren’t always beloved

Urban Planning – Our Heritage

Urban Planning – Our Heritage
Village of Euclid, Ohio vs Ambler Realty Co.

▼Cleveland▼

▲Euclid▲

Urban Planning – Legal Basis
Act 186 of 1957
Arkansas Code
Annotated 1456-401-426

Act 1187 of 2011
SECTION 2. Arkansas Code § 14-43-602 is amended to read as
follows:
14-43-602. Authority generally.
Any city of the first class (a) A municipality is authorized to
perform any function and exercise full legislative power in any
and all matters of whatsoever nature pertaining to its municipal
affairs including, but not limited to, the power to tax.
(b) The rule of decision known as Dillon's Rule is inapplicable
to the municipal affairs of municipalities.

From Euclid: First – We Plan

Then – We regulate

The Comprehensive Plan
• Is not a legal document
• Is not a zoning ordinance
• Sets out municipal policy
• Is action oriented
• Is long range in nature
• Should guide planning decisions
• Provides a defense against litigation

The Planning Area

Is carved from the territorial jurisdiction and allows
Planning and development control for all, zoning for some
cities on navigable streams.

The Planning Process
• Develop a community vision
• Identify issues
• Set goals and policies

• Prepare plans
• Draft programs to implement plan
• Evaluate potential impacts

• Review and adopt plan
• Adopt methods to implement plan
• Administer programs

• Review and revise

Whom Do We Serve?

The Planning
Commission:
Three Roles

Standard of Review – One

Legislative

Standard of Review – Two

Administrative

Standard of Review – Three

Judicial

Codes and Regulations

 Act 1002 of 2015
 Private Property
Protection Act
AKA – AR Takings Act

 Exemptions

 (B) "Regulatory program" includes without limitation moratoriums on growth,
aesthetic or scenic districts, environmental districts, overlay districts, green space
ordinances, landscape ordinances, tree ordinances, land use planning programs, and
zoning programs by a governmental unit when the regulatory program is not designed
to carry out or protect the adopted plans of a governmental unit that are designed to
protect the health, safety, or welfare of the citizens.

 Law does NOT apply to:

 (12) An action taken by a governmental unit: Under its police power to make laws and
regulations for the benefit of its communities;
 (15) An action by a municipality unless the regulatory program has effect in the
territorial jurisdiction of the municipality, excluding annexation, and that enacts or
enforces a regulatory program that does not impose identical requirements or
restrictions in the entire territorial jurisdiction of the municipality.

Some New Issues

Tiny Houses

*What are they?
*> 400 sq. ft – SMALL

Tiny Houses

What are they?
< 400 sq. ft – TINY

Tiny Houses
 What are they?

Tiny Houses
 What are they not?

Tiny Houses
 What are they not?

 Manufactured Homes

Tiny Houses
Approaches to regulating them
- Fire Code

- 220 sq. ft. - 2 people
- add 100 sq. ft. for each additional person
- Accessory Dwelling Units
- Zoning – NOT RECOMMENDED!!!

Signs
Reed
vs
Town of
Gilbert

Signs

Signs
Content Based Regulations Test
Does your sign code allow for “Real Estate
Signs?”
Your sign code is very likely illegal.
No one really knows where this is headed!
Maintain a good relationship with your city
attorney. She can save your bacon. Or
“he,” whatever the case may be.

The Future? Who knows?
- Food Trucks/Uber – Type Businesses
- Things like … Driverless Vehicles
- Declining Retail Base/Reduced Revenue
- Your city and economic development
- It all adds up to: need for diligence and
training, so …

Congrats to you all!

Questions?
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Jim von Tungeln, AICP
Staff Planning Consultant
Arkansas Municipal League
April 2017
Jim von Tungeln is staff planning consultant and available for
consultation as a service of the Arkansas Municipal League. He is a
member of the American Institute of Certified Planners. Contact
him at 501-944-3649. His e-mail is uplan@swbell.net.
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Dig a little deeper—You may find
gold
By Jim von Tungeln

L

aws passed during the last legislative session
present new challenges for Arkansas municipalities. This includes the planning function, so the
laws bear examining. What lessons may emerge
from the new statutes? What dangers lurk? What benefits
may be hidden beneath a superficial glance? We attempt,
herein, to answer these questions and more.
First the major lesson learned lies in the fact that a
more restrictive legislative attitude faces city government
for the near future. This new approach arises partly
from a national trend toward distrust of government in
general. There is nothing we can do about that except
to practice good government to the best of our ability,

communicate this to our clientele, and wait for the
storms to pass.
On the other hand, the attitude partly stems from
overreach. As municipalities strive to deal with the
complex challenges of the 21st Century, more complex
solutions follow. Well-meaning though the solutions
may be, they can and do alarm some people. This alarm
then produces a backlash that results in restrictive
statutory remedies, remedies that result in broad repercussions, including the dreaded “Law of Unintended
Consequences.”
The answer is that times call for caution in our planning and regulatory efforts. Good government means

Photo by Jim von Tungeln

After all the new issues, conflicts, problems, and regulations affecting the conduct of government, the sun still continues to rise over our Capitol
City and the other great cities and towns of our state.
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analyzing potential plans from every point of view imaginable. Further, it involves analyzing the impact of plans
and regulations on all segments of society. In short, the
enactment of regulations should include the justification
for those regulations. In the end, this may benefit us all.
Let’s see how.
First, we examine Act 1002 of the 90th General
Assembly of Arkansas, entitled The Private Property
Protection Act. It provides relief when “… implementation of a regulatory program by a governmental unit has
permanently reduced by at least twenty percent of the
fair market value of the real property.”
A legal analysis of this act is beyond our scope or
level of expertise. The League’s legal staff is available for
that. For our purposes here, let us just examine one of
the “exemptions” to the above-cited provision. The exemptions were added to the pending bill during a period
of analysis and compromise between the bill’s sponsor
and the League.
What specific exemption draws our attention? There
are some 17 and the diligent elected official will examine
and consider each of them. But, for the planning function, we focus on the one that exempts a provision made
by a municipality “… under its police power to make
laws and regulations for the benefit of its communities.”
Earlier versions of the bill lacked this provision.
This exemption comes from the so-called “police
powers,” or powers that enable your city to enact and
enforce measures that protect the health, safety, welfare,
and morals of the community. They form the very
foundation of urban planning, zoning, and development
activities in our nation’s cities and counties. They also
account for the constant reminder, in this column and
in League training sessions on planning, that we “plan
first and then regulate to implement those plans.” Basing
regulations on clearly defined plans is the best and
most effective way to ensure that our regulatory process
indeed addresses the health, safety, and welfare of our
communities.
So, as we often put it these days, the “bottom-line” is
that Act 1002 forces us to do something we should have
been doing all along. It’s funny how things work out
sometimes.
What, then, is different? We can’t predict what the
full implementation of this law will mean until it has
been “seasoned” with use, misuse, and legal settlements.
For the present, we recommend that prudent planners,
commissioners, staff, and elected officials carefully
document the exact protections that a proposed plan
or regulation will afford the health, safety, welfare, and
morals of the community. Would a regulation imposed
on private property, but designed to protect an entire
community meet the standard? For example, would a
regulation prohibiting a property owner from operating
July 2015

a business involving large transport trucks on residential
streets in a residential neighborhood meet the “police
power” standard? One would think so.
On the other hand, would a regulation mandating
that new homes in a city be of a certain size or larger
prevail in court? Let’s assume that smaller homes would
otherwise meet the provisions of the Arkansas State Fire
Code. We can’t predict the legal outcome, but it might
prove hard to convince a jury that such an arbitrary
restriction would benefit the health, safety, and welfare
of the community.
In summary, be careful, analytical, and realistic in
deference to the provisions of Act 1002. When in doubt,
seek legal advice before acting.
The other act we should mention is Act 975, called
the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, or RIFRA. Those
attending the 81st Convention of the League recently will
be familiar with it. Again, we won’t delve into the monumental legal implications of this act. Suffice it to say that
the act prevents a government from substantially burdening a person’s exercise of a long-standing religious
belief, unless application of the burden to the person is:
1. In furtherance of a compelling governmental interest;
and 2. The least restrictive means of furthering that
compelling governmental interest.
The experienced professional, staff person, or elected
official should immediately realize that this act will
require additional care in exercising planning and regulation. Time will tell us more about the sort of care and
analysis it warrants. For the present, our best advice is to
understand that the act does not support any particular
religion or deity thereof. Any question of a proposal’s
legitimacy should be left to legal counsel.
The idea that could be taken from his act lies, it
would seem, in the phrase “least restrictive means of
furthering [a] governmental interest.” This may very
well provide a good basis in the design of any regulation
dealing with urban planning. Had it been followed in the
past, perhaps we might have avoided some of the laws
that have been proposed recently regarding the local
regulation of land use and development.
Perhaps, then, we can use some concepts of these
statues, therefore, to enhance good government in
our cities. Let us bear in mind the immortal words of
William Shakespeare: “There is nothing either good or
bad, but thinking makes it so.”
Jim von Tungeln is staff planning consultant
and available for consultation as a service
of the Arkansas Municipal League. He is a
member of the American Institute of Certified
Planners. Contact him at 501-944-3649. His
website is www.planyourcity.com.
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Planning’s brave new world
By Jim von Tungeln

M

unicipal planning in our state is evolving
into a more demanding environment,
and a more focused one. The alert elected
official will understand this and proceed
accordingly. As cities increasingly act to implement the
plans they create, it is important that they do planning
the right way in the first place. What determines the
right way depends on the city. This month we take a look
at some alternatives.
It is important to note that the increased focus
comes from several sources. First, public administrators have always encountered—probably since the first
huts were constructed along the Tigress River—more
needs than revenue to meet those needs. In modern
times, it is particularly important that citizens trust
their local government to use scarce resources wisely. A
time-honored method of achieving such trust rests upon
citizen-involved planning.
Also, the last two sessions of our General Assembly
produced legislation affecting the way municipalities
plan. Prudence dictates that we assume future sessions
will produce additional attention and that our efforts
don’t raise unnecessary issues.

Another important consideration is that sound
planning saves money and effort. As Abraham Lincoln
once said, “Give me six hours to chop down a tree and I
will spend the first four sharpening the axe.” Savings may
result from a careful analysis of alternative scenarios and
their estimated costs. Or, they may help us prevent costly
mistakes in our development patterns. Finally, they
might result from less litigation and its cost. I’m sure the
League’s legal staff will agree with that.
As discussed previously, the planning of our communities must, in the future, concentrate on the proposed benefits to the health, safety, welfare, and morals
of the people, what our attorney friends call our “police
power.” Galloping off wildly beyond the protection of
these standards may create problems. With that said, let
us look at some of the types of plans we might employ.
Traditionally, we have referred to a city’s
“Comprehensive Plan.” This approach usually involved
attention to future land use, traffic patterns, and the
anticipated need for community facilities. A community
is free to add other elements and to concentrate on those
it feels are most important. Some experts believe this
approach suffers from a limited scope and may produce

Photo by Jim von Tungeln

No matter what form the plan takes, it should be citizen-based. Here, a resident of Batesville presents ideas generated during a public work
session at which local citizens planned the future of their community.
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static and unimaginative results. It is still, though, the
most recognized approach and the one with which the
courts may be most familiar.
Closely attuned to that approach is the “General
Plan.” The name suggests that this approach may be
less exacting and detailed. As such, it offers flexibility
to property owners, planning commissions, and elected
officials. Such flexibility may, on the other hand, produce
outcomes that appear to be the result of non-planning.
Then there is what I call the “If We Had a Billion
Dollars Plan.” These are usually produced by college
students or consultants from far, far away. In either case,
economic reality may be a missing element. These plans
are useful for stirring our imagination and may help us
consider dreams that, mired in local considerations, we
might not envision. The important fact to remember
is that the actual provisions of these plans seldom, if
ever, come to exist unless a billion dollars falls from the
sky into the city’s bank account. Even then, the legal
framework of private property rights could short-circuit
the fulfillment of all the pretty pictures.
The currently fashionable “Form-Based Plan,” relies
heavily on urban design and combines the plan with the
development of specific properties. The enacting code
may be enacted as a stand-alone one or as an alternative
code to be selected for use by the developer. As the name
implies, this approach concentrates more on the form—
size, shape, bulk, and design—of specific areas. It also
allows much more emphasis on mixed-uses as opposed
to the single-use method typical of most future land-use
plans and their implementing codes. Its use involves the
belief by planners that they know exactly what the people
of the area desire in terms of their built environment, a
dicey proposal in our state.
A method that ties the act of planning closely to
the act of governing employs the “Policy-based Plan.”
Beginning with the development of policies allows much
more interaction with citizens at a modest initial cost.
Proponents also believe that well-reasoned and clear
policies make the development of plans much easier and
less costly to produce. It also provides a good method
by which the public can hold the city accountable to
adopted standards. This may be a good approach for
municipalities with limited financial resources.
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By now, the astute reader may have concluded that
a reasonable approach for any city might be a hybrid
plan, or what the old-timers might have called “A Duke’s
Mixture,” named after a popular low-priced tobacco of
the early 1900s. It is perfectly permissible, even desirable,
to use the best elements of several approaches.
If a community is not located in a high populationgrowth area, planning might concentrate on creating
a better living environment for the residents who are
living there. This would suggest a plan concentrating
on the improvement of the physical appearance of the
area. It would also include measures designed to prevent
non-appropriate development that could mar the city’s
chances for attracting new residents.
On the other hand, cities that are experiencing rapid
growth may grapple with the demands of increased
traffic and demands on public services. Planners there
may feel as if they are riding on the back of an alligator
speeding down a roaring river. Rapid changes may not
allow time for detailed plans. So a policy approach may
be the fastest and most effective manner of dealing with
growth that might otherwise become unmanageable.
It is important that a community design an approach
that will address its identified issues. We might call this
“planning to plan.” Your Municipal League can help you
with this preliminary work.
Above all, it is vital that a city plan within its specific
constraints and opportunities. In short, facing reality
may be the most difficult aspect of planning for the future. A good rule of thumb is to “fix the basics first.” This
argues against the “Build It and They Will Come Plan.”
As a speaker at the recent League Convention advised
with regard to retail development: Don’t plan beyond the
realities of your community.
If all this sounds difficult, that’s because it is.
Practicing good government is more difficult, but far less
costly, than the alternative. And, after all the maps and
all the pretty pictures are finished, good urban planning
is nothing more or less than good government.
Jim von Tungeln is staff planning consultant
and available for consultation as a service
of the Arkansas Municipal League. He is a
member of the American Institute of Certified
Planners. Contact him at 501-944-3649. His
website is www.planyourcity.com.
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Wrapping up a long year—bits and
pieces
By Jim von Tungeln

A

s the year draws to a close, time allows for
review of what has happened in the past and
ruminating on what might happen in the future. To those ends, we might observe that we
are living in interesting times. Some say that is a blessing.
Some say that is a curse. Let us just say that it is, well,
interesting. It may become more so.
Of course one may only guess what the future holds.
We aren’t even quite sure yet what the past implied. As
for urban planning, we start with the most confusing
current issue, one that marries the past with the future.
It involves the strange case, recently decided by the
U.S. Supreme Court, called Reed v. the Town of Gilbert
Arizona. Our limited pay scale only allows a brief synopsis and a call for caution. Elected officials should seek
legal help for actual solutions.
Here are some facts. A city official cited a church for
temporary signs, posted on Sunday mornings, bearing
the church name and the time and location of their
next service. It seems that the town placed different
restrictions on signs according to their purpose, i.e. their
content. The term “ideological signs” appears in the
ruling.
The city cited the church for exceeding the time
limits for displaying temporary directional signs and
for failing to include an event date on the signs. When
the two parties failed to reach an accommodation,
the church filed suit, claiming that the town’s sign
ordinance, restricting size, duration, and location of temporary directional signs violated the right to free speech.
Of course SCOTUS ruled against the town. In doing
so, there are those who say it mimicked the using of two
barrels of double-nought buckshot to kill a gnat. Now
no one is quite sure what a city may regulate with its
sign ordinance as pertains to the information printed
thereon.
At the heart of the matter is the concept of “content
neutrality.” Legal experts tell us that content-neutral
regulations are also called “time, place, and manner
restrictions,” as the regulation seeks not to limit any
particular type of speech, but merely to regulate the
circumstances under which the speech may take place.
Some of the issues are familiar to those who have
dealt with statements such as “We want to prohibit those
little wire-signs that advertise cell phones, tax preparation assistance, or insurance, but we don’t need to
prohibit the ones that announce Little League tryouts.”
6

It may be unconstitutional to call such signs in the street right-ofway "directional" signs. They are just signs of a certain size and
type in a certain location. Seek legal guidance.

In a similar fashion, banners across major thoroughfares
are extremely dangerous and to be avoided at all costs,
except when they announce the time and date of the
city’s annual festival.
The issues become much more problematic when
we find that a residential property owner may or may
not put up a small wooden sign in her yard, according to
whether or not the placement or non-placement satisfies
some governmental interest. The sign may state that
the property is for sale, that the owner sells multi-level
marketing supplies, that the owner plans to vote for
someone, or that she intends write a book someday. She
might even announce that she plans to kick up her heels
while her husband is away at deer camp.
At any rate, the city has no say over the content as
long as it doesn’t violate any defensible prohibitions such
as such as libel, obscenity, threats, and such. Imagine
the explosion within the real estate community or from
political candidates if the city simply opts for no yard
signs at all.
In a commercial setting, those small signs in the
street right-of-way that point the way to a hotel entrance
CITY & TOWN

A sign code should limit regulation to the time, place, and location of the church signs. Consult an attorney to see if yours meets the standard.

now can only be allowed or disallowed without restrictions on what they may say. They may say the hotel is
this away or that away or they may advertise Burma
Shave. Their content shall not be the city’s concern. Now
we are beginning to see the complex repercussions of the
ruling.
Justice Alito did, in a concurring opinion, offer some
“rules” that would not constitute content-based restrictions. They include:
• Rules regulating the size of signs
• Rules regulating the locations in which signs may
be placed
• Rules distinguishing between lighted and unlighted signs
• Rules distinguishing between signs with fixed
messages and electronic signs with messages that
change
• Rules distinguishing between the placement of
signs on commercial and residential property
• Rules distinguishing between on-premise and offpremise signs
• Rules restricting the total number of signs allowed
per mile of roadway
• Rules imposing time restrictions on signs advertising a one-time event
These aren’t offered here as guidance. Rather, they
provide an indication that one justice recognized the
right of a municipality to adopt and enforce sign regulations that address the health, safety, welfare, and morals
of the community and further a compelling governmental interest.
Advice? As mentioned above, seek immediate legal
assistance. It would seem that time is of the essence since
plaintiff’s attorneys have already begun filing lawsuits
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in some states, claiming that even without specific damages, citizens might sue, claiming that their city’s sign
ordinance “chills” the prospect of their First Amendment
rights. And remember that a judgment against your
city, no matter how small or insignificant, could trigger
substantial attorney fees to be borne by the taxpayers.
The implications seem serious enough to warrant
repealing, until sample codes are forthcoming, those
provisions of a sign code that do not specifically meet
one or more of Justice Alito’s “rules.”
This brings to mind another year-end reminder. If
your planning commission has not reviewed development regulations in light of private property protection
rights, it is vital to do so. Local ordinances should,
among other things, fall within the “police power” of
the community. Attorneys tell us that the best way to
achieve this is to make sure that they, once again, protect
the health, safety, welfare, and morals of the citizens. The
best way to do this is to make sure that the regulations
carry out or protect the provisions of a plan or plans
prepared with citizen involvement and legal oversight.
Life in the municipal world becomes more complicated with the passing of each day. We can all be thankful for the guidance and assistance provided by the staff
of your Arkansas Municipal League. Where would we be
without them?
Jim von Tungeln is staff planning consultant
and available for consultation as a service
of the Arkansas Municipal League. He is a
member of the American Institute of Certified
Planners. Contact him at 501-944-3649. His
website is www.planyourcity.com.
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Library of Congress, John Vachon (1914-1975) photographer.

Housing: changing views—changing
issues
By Jim von Tungeln

I

n America, urban planners have concerned themselves with housing since European settlers first
landed on its shores. The concerns have evolved, as
has our approach to planning itself. The need for
shelter is a basic one, so it is good that we consider past
and present issues as well as our current thinking about
them. The results may surprise us.
Early urban planning concerns by European settlers
stayed simple. They centered on the need for protection
against the original inhabitants of what is now the
United States. Planners, such as they were, viewed a
home as a rudimentary shelter, behind walls, without
frills, or fancy adornments—a place where one could
“get in out of the cold.”
As investors in the new world created planned settlements, they included provisions for parks and open
space to make room for increasingly spacious and attractive homes. The resultant neighborhoods remain favored
tourist spots today, but are not known for affordable
housing.

8

Eventually, cities of size and substance emerged.
This brings us to the stage of our history we might term
“urban abhorrence” as opposed to urban planning. Many
Americans agreed with the sentiments of third president,
Thomas Jefferson who, in a letter to fourth president,
James Madison, wrote, “I think our governments will
remain virtuous for many centuries as long as they are
chiefly agricultural; and this will be as long as there shall
be vacant lands in any part of America. When they get
piled upon one another in large cities, as in Europe, they
will become corrupt as in Europe.” This was hardly an
endorsement of urban housing.
Never one to make sure he wasn’t misunderstood,
he also opined, “The mobs of great cities add just so
much to support of pure government as sores do to the
strength of the human body.” As observed by Leonardo
Vazquez, AICP in the February 20, 2006, edition of the
magazine Plantizen: “… Jefferson was able to hard-wire
an anti-urban bias into the culture of the United States.
Consider the U.S. Constitution. What power does it give
CITY & TOWN

to cities and towns? None... In fact, the Constitution
doesn’t even mention cities and towns....”
So, dense urban centers remained largely despised
and neglected until the turn of the 20th Century when
the problems of crowded housing, poverty, and squalor
appeared in such works as How the Other Half Lives,
a seminal book by written by Jacob Riis and studied
by progressive politicians like President Theodore
Roosevelt. With such quotes as “The slum is the measure
of civilization,” Riis and others raised the conscience of
America. At the same time, the so-called “City Beautiful
Movement,” spawned by the grandeur of the Columbian
Exposition of 1893, convinced many in our country that
cities could be appealing places in which to live.
Skip forward past the Great Depression and World
War Two, and we come to a time in which housing
became a permanent part of urban planning. The
Housing Act of 1949 (42 USC §§ 1441–1490r [1994])
sought the “realization as soon as feasible of the goal of
a decent home and suitable living environment for every
American family.”
The standard for housing was “decent, safe, and
sanitary.” We set a goal that a family was expected to
spend no more than 30 percent of its adjusted income
for housing costs. This proved laudable but difficult to
achieve, as reports now show that the number of renters
paying upward of 50 percent of their income for housing
has risen by 2.5 million since the recent recession and 6.7
million over this decade.
Housing concerns thus lead us in new directions,
both from a personal and planning perspective.
Homeowners increasingly view their home as an
investment that must be protected. At the same time,
neighborhood revitalization becomes more difficult.
As Jay Hall, RM, one of Arkansas’s premier residential
real estate appraisers observes, “New home buyers of
today want a turn-key property. They are not like the
generation before, where one took pride in buying a
‘fixer-upper.’”
Such expectations and choices no doubt contributed
to the “housing bust” of recent years. As of the first
quarter of 2015, the U.S. rate of negative equity among
mortgaged homeowners was 15.4 percent. The impact of
this on existing neighborhoods is another issue for planners and residents alike.
Meanwhile, new subdivision residents protect
themselves by stringent private codes but seek governmental assistance in keeping commercial development
and lower-priced developments from appearing nearby.
Economic segregation provides another set of challenges
for those planning a stable urban environment.
Added to the present direction away from governmental action in improving life, current trends don’t
bode well for older, existing, neighborhoods, particularly
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in cities far away from high-growth areas. Some in our
state have seen such little housing construction in the
last 20 years that no homebuilders currently practice the
craft in their localities.
Other areas prosper, but see different challenges
looming. Troy Galloway, AICP, community and economic development director of Bentonville, provided the
following report:
“Bentonville continues to experience strong residential growth adding around 1,200 to 1,400 new residents
per year. This growth requires in the neighborhood of
400 to 500 new residential units per year. The majority of
this new housing remains suburban in nature on quarter
to half-acre size lots with values ranging predominately
from $250,000 to $300,000. This is hardly in the affordable range for most middle income wage earners.”
This raises the issue of where entry-level workers
will find housing in the future, an issue in other areas
of planning as well. For example, if first-time workers
cannot live where they work, what sort of transportation
system will we need to get them there? It, and the other
challenges outlined above, suggest that the solutions
require more analysis than we’ve seen before, including
how to ensure a stable housing mix.
Bentonville finds itself fortunate also in the area of
rental housing, adding anywhere from 300 to 500 units
some years. Galloway adds: “This cyclical nature allows
time for the new units to be absorbed into the market
even where our multi-family vacancy rates average less
than five percent typically. Prices range widely from
around $500 per month on the lower end to upwards of
$1,200 for a few of the higher end products.”
These figures reflect sound planning. Many contentious planning and zoning battles of recent years involve
multi-family housing development, the largest portion
of it rental properties. With a sustainable rate of home
ownership in our country just above 60 percent, the
resistance to rental housing poses one of the most serious issues in planning for affordable housing. In many of
our cities, the number of poor renters is growing, but the
supply of new affordable housing is dropping.
We may gather, then, that housing issues depend
largely on location. And, as our oft-quoted public
administration adage called “Miles Law” might apply to
housing: “Where you stand depends on where you sit.”
We should all hope to sit in healthy cities.
Jim von Tungeln is staff planning consultant
and available for consultation as a service
of the Arkansas Municipal League. He is a
member of the American Institute of Certified
Planners. Contact him at 501-944-3649. His
website is www.planyourcity.com.
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A charming tiny house
in the Quapaw Quarter
area of Little Rock

“ Tiny house” phenomenon
challenges cities
By Jim von Tungeln

H

ousing remains one of the thorniest issues
for urban planners, one that evades any effort
to find common agreement. Oh, there is the
vaguely stated intent to “promote affordable
housing” in almost every urban plan, but seldom is there
any consensus as to how to achieve that intention. Often,
a proposal for affordable housing will last only until
planners announce whose back yard it will face.
Further, the market will sometimes decide to accomplish the feat on its own, and both planners and
elected officials may land in the middle of a fight. That
is happening now in some places with a phenomenon
known as “tiny houses.”
First, allow a slight digression. Recent issues about
housing size revolved around large homes that didn’t
fit the scale of the neighborhood in which they sat. We
called them “McMansions.” It seems that a family would
fall in love with a charming neighborhood of older
homes with pronounced architectural character, albeit
too small for a modern “with-it” family.
Before anyone realized it, two or more of the smaller
homes had been razed to make way for a monstrosity
so out of character with the neighborhood that the
previous ambience disappeared. We called it—at least I
did—“Charmacide.”
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Now, it’s a different picture in a different frame, as
cities are scurrying to deal with homes at the opposite
end of the size-scale. They call them tiny houses. And
when they say tiny, they mean tiny. Whereas the typical
American home is around 2,200 square feet, the typical
tiny house is between 100 and 400 square feet. And,
according to a June 25, 2015, Washington Post article by
Nina Patel, “America is having a big love affair with tiny
houses.”
Patel mentions some reasons tiny house owners
cite for this love affair: “…financial and emotional
freedom, a greener lifestyle, the satisfaction of building
one’s own refuge.” Of course there are more practical
reasons, including care and maintenance. It’s hard to
imagine needing a maid or a gardener to help keep up a
400-square-foot home on a small lot.
Actually, for middle-income America, large homes
are a more recent phenomenon than small homes.
Following World War II, many cities saw the development of homes as small as 800 square feet, cramped by
today’s standards but suitable for raising families at the
time. In fact, many of our state’s (now retired) teachers,
public servants, physicians, attorneys, and corporate executives grew up in such homes. We must also note that,
unfortunately, not all returning veterans, specifically
minorities, enjoyed access to such homes, even under
the GI Bill.
CITY & TOWN

Back to the present, while living in a small, if not
tiny, dwelling was once an economic necessity, today it
may well be a choice. Just ask the couple that, according
to a news story, just beat out 250 other prospective buyers to purchase a 350-square-foot home in Greenwich
Village, N.Y., for $850,000. Other testimonials by tiny
house devotees indicate a choice of love, not necessity.
If the movement grows in strength, your city will
see the appearance of such homes. In fact, some have, as
the accompanying photographs indicate. The question
will then be asked, “How shall we accommodate them
in our land use regulations?” It’s a good question with a
deceptively simple answer. Handle them as you handle
every other dwelling.
The next question, and I have been asked this
already, is: “Can we set a minimum size requirement for
housing?” That is trickier. Most planners I know don’t
recommend it, although there reportedly are cities in
other states that have done exactly that. Most planners
believe that such restrictions properly lie in the area
of private covenants rather than public regulations.
Personally, I would hate to be asked to appear as an
“expert witness” to justify a city’s arbitrary size limitation
on private homes. What figure would be defensible from
a public health, safety, and welfare standard? I have
no idea.
That having been said, the Arkansas State Fire Code
does offers some guidance. While it doesn’t specify
a minimum size for a dwelling, it does specify other
requirements that, cumulatively, would require a size of
slightly less than 300 square feet.
This brings us to the next issue. In preparing to
handle tiny houses, remember the state fire code. In
the Washington Post article mentioned earlier, several
examples were discussed and it is not likely that all could
have satisfied our state’s code. Another recent publication, this time a website offering, advised those wishing
to live in a tiny house in an urban setting to seek, “… a
progressive city that would amend its building code to
accommodate tiny houses.”
Well, you can’t do that in our state. The Arkansas
State Fire Code is our state building code and it is a state
law that covers every property. A city can adopt a more,
but not less, stringent code. Even if a city adopts no code
at all, it remains bound by the state code.
What cities can do is mandate a minimum lot size.
Those in most cities of our state are quite spacious
when compared to those of states in the more crowded
northern and eastern areas of the country. It’s interesting
to note that railroad surveyors prepared many of the
original plats of Arkansas cities. That resulted in the
large number that feature 25-foot-wide lots, a size that
must have been common in the surveyor’s hometown.
Today, moving away from “large-lot mania,” architects
JUNE 2016

Street view of a tiny house on a corner block in Little Rock’s
legendary Hillcrest Neighborhood.

are designing quite livable dwellings on lots as small as
25 feet in width, albeit with the necessity of rear-yard
parking.
It is also worth noting that many cities, some in our
state, allow second dwellings such as so-called “motherin-law flats” on individual lots. This is becoming a common use for tiny houses, even in new subdivisions with
otherwise strict protective covenants.
So, don’t get exercised about tiny houses. We will
talk about them further at the 82nd Convention. Check
out the examples included here and consider them
another layer of charm for your town. Who knows? You
may someday see me and my family in one. I think of
this occasionally when I recall that happy day I drove
into “The City” to take my first job in planning, with all
my earthly possessions in the trunk and back seat of
one car.
Jim von Tungeln is staff planning consultant
and available for consultation as a service
of the Arkansas Municipal League. He is a
member of the American Institute of Certified
Planners. Contact him at 501-944-3649. His
website is www.planyourcity.com.
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